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Abstract: In order to synchronizing the parameters of inverter and grid system, control algorithm plays an important
role. Control algorithm used to generate PWM pulses. The total harmonic distortion is generated by non-linear loads.
The various methods are available for synchronization and reducing total harmonic distortion. One of them SPWM
method, it is reliable and easy method and also MATLAB Simulink is used for proposed.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The use for electricity for commercial, domestic loads in
industrial and rural, urban and semi-urban area has
developed year by year. Demand on renewable energy
increased by the energy consumption and maximum grid
connected systems is used. If this things are used in large
scale then output current cannot be vanished its harmonic
pollution. According to this standard the inverter output is
harmonically distorted than output of grid. The isolating
transformer is connected by many distributed resources via
grid resources. The power supply use to require in the
generated voltages to elimination of dc component for
increasing the protection. To reduce the undesirable
harmonic content of output current transformer this fact
can be used as an advantage. Especially in high power
application power quality of grid connected inverter is an
important factor. By using voltage quality, the power
quality is determined when voltage is controlled variable.
In order to provide the required load voltage, inverter
system works in standby mode or grid connected mode. In
load scheduling condition, the inverters work in standby
mode and provide the required power to the load. The
power available through renewable systems is in DC form,
inverters are preferred instead of alternators. Voltage,
frequency and phase are the parameters of the inverter can
be controlled for the purpose of synchronization with the
related parameters of the grid system. Synchronization of
inverter parameters like Voltage, frequency and phase
with grid systems can be possible by specific control
algorithm. The output from the inverter system can be
varied with synchronization of grid system to meet the
load requirement.
II. PROPOSED WORK
The basic requirement of the system is match the
parameters (phase, amplitude, frequency, voltage and
current) of inverter and grid. When grid is in offline mode
or load shading mode at that time inverter is in standby
mode.
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Fig.1.Block Diagram
By using control algorithm we generate the PWM
waveform for trigger inverter. The shape of PWM is
sinusoidal type used. The PWM is gives to the six
switches used in inverter to get output.
PCC is nothing but point of common coupling; it is used
as synchronous switch between grid and inverter. It is used
for matching the parameters of grid and inverter. Signals
of inverter from upward side and signals of grid system
from downward side are given to the synchronous switch
(PCC).
Basically strength of inverter signals are weak as compare
to signals of grid system, therefore synchronous switch
increase the strength of inverter signals. These signals
strength approximately matched with signals of grid
system finally output of synchronous switch is given to
load. When grid is in offline mode, the load is work on
inverter.
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III. LITERATURE REVIEW
In this strategy utilizes common mode signal circuit is use
in parallel system as channel of communication between
individual inverters. One inverter module as source and
synchronous signal is send to all other modules through
common mode current .each inverter module will receive
and transform signal used as synchronize voltage
command for individual inverter. This approaches enables
synchronization in the parallel multi-inverter system there
is no effect of any output voltage variation or any load
change [1].
The algorithm is use to improve in high power application,
where switching frequency is very low. This is achieved
by maintaining synchronization of half wave symmetry,
quarter wave symmetry in PWM waveforms. The
principle of operations achieved by using (SVPWM) space
vector PWM this algorithm is verified experimentally. The
waveform of inverter output voltage for different operating
condition of drive present the performance measure in
terms of (THD) total harmonic distortion. This THD is
calculated for linear modulation region of drive [2].
The use of the controller area network communication
protocol for H-bridge multilevel (HBML) inverters, and
pulse width modulation generation and voltage regulation
is represent in this paper. In that, it will show performance
and reliability of distributed controllers for HBML
inverters. It can be improved with less communication
hardware requirements, when using the represented
method. It is also shown that the expansion and
modularization capability of the HBML inverter. The
proposed hardware is described in detail and the validity
of the proposed system is verified[3].

Grid connected solar system use converter circuits uses
two: DC to DC booster and PWM inverter. This
combination of converter decrement quality and efficiency
of electric power. The fast variation of solar radiation is
emanated by digital proportional integral controllers and
this inverter gives less total harmonic distortion [6].
The shifted space vector pulse width modulation
(SVPWM) method is used to control dc-link resonant
inverter is presented. As the traditional SVPWM, the
shifted SVPWM has same effective vector and operation
time in all six space sectors while sequence of vectors
change according to current flow direction. To increases
the switching frequency of inverter, reducing switching
frequency of dc-link resonant circuit and improve the
utility of dc-link voltage are main aims of this method.
The possibility of the shifted SVPWM approach verified
by simulation and experimental result [7].
In high power applications, in order to reduce the
harmonics the output voltage of voltage source inverter.
(VSI) must be synchronized with its fundamental
component. It is possible to obtain synchronization with
proper selection of switching states. This paper introduce
the SVPWM algorithm used in over modulation region
which gives guarantees of synchronization, half wave
symmetry, quarter wave symmetry and three phase
symmetry. The result of this proposed algorithm compared
with conventional algorithm and it gives better
performance of VSI [8].
The harmonic current and voltage generated in power
system by nonlinear loads. In this paper use the multiple
filters with nonlinear loads for investigate effect of
inverter output. The simulation results presents under
nonlinear loads to verify proposed system [9].
The three phase DC-AC inverter for grid connected PV
system using third harmonic injection PWM (THIPWM)
technique. The third harmonic injection technique for
(PWM) is employed to reduce total harmonic distortion
because the SPWM technique is easiest modulation
scheme to understand but required complicated
mathematical operation. Therefore the THIPWM make
inverter suitable for grid connection matching inverter
voltage with grid voltage. The MATLAB Simulink is used
for proposed system [10].

This paper gives a new configuration for modular inverter
systems, mainly input-series output-series (ISOS)
connected inverter systems, which are very applicable for
high-input voltage and high-output-voltage applications.
The actual aim of this system to achieve input voltage
sharing (IVS) and output voltage sharing (OVS) among
the respective modules. The IVS and OVS can be
simultaneously achieved only by the application of a
compound strategy; It involves controlling not only IVS
but also amplitudes or phases of the modules’ output
voltages. Then, a practical implementation of the The control technique consist of dead beat line voltage
compound strategy, which combines a method of IVS with natural frame current controller, adaptive neural network
(NN) based disturbance estimator and energetic sensor less
synchronization of the output phase angles [4].
synchronization loop. The approximated dynamics
In order to fulfill our requirement for grid interconnection provides necessary energy shaping in the inverter control
to control distributed power generation system(DPGS).for voltage to emaciated grid voltage interference. The feature
this purpose grid synchronization algorithm perform of NN algorithm allows easy adaption design at different
important role in DPGS. Also we study in this paper one grid disturbance and operating condition [11].
of the synchronization strategy that use (PLL) phases The grid connected photovoltaic system feed electricity
locked loop & its various types. The main application of directly to electrical network operating parallel to the
this synchronization method is for distributed generation conventional source. The system deals with design and
units with renewable energy sources, which uses different simulation of three phase inverter in MATLAB and
types of power converter and synchronization is represent Simulink. It can be part of photovoltaic grid connected
in the form of voltage, frequency and phase angle of system. Also this system represent control algorithm for
voltage of system[5].
three phase grid connected photovoltaic system in that
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inverter design for grid connected photovoltaic array can
matching output of sinusoidal current and grid
voltage[12].
In this control strategy represents control for three phase
three level neutral point clamped inverter (NPC) for grid
connected photovoltaic (PV) system. The maximum power
point tracking (MPPT) is capable of providing
incremented power from PV array connected to each DClink voltage level. The MPPT system connected with DC
link controller so that DC-DC converter is not needed and
output shows accurate and quick response [13].
From parallel inverter system with failure isolation and hot
swap features control the output voltage regulation and
synchronizing parameter of inverter. This system
providing identical and different power rating with help of
failure isolation feature and this feature also use to
scanning the circuit. This system represent power capacity
can be readily expanded because of that inverter failure
disturbance can be reduced [14].
A synchronverter is a type of inverter which behaves like
synchronous generator which provides power system to
controlling grid connected renewable energy. In this, most
important step is to improve synchronverter as selfsynchronverter by removing synchronization units and
also it is self- synchronized before grid connection and
tracking the frequency after grid connection because of
that improve the performance of system reducing
complexity of controller[15].
In the multilayer control system no of control layers are
used to perform parallel operation without any
intercommunication. The first layer is an improved
subsidence method that represent power terms into
conventional subsidence scheme. The second layer is use
to immunize voltage deviation caused by subsidence
control method. The third layer use for adjusting angle of
inverter which is nearest to common AC bus [16].
IV.CONCLUSION
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